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Everything changes countries, cities, homes, aspirations 
and lifestyles. Evolving with times, being able to design, 
develop and customize products, keeping in mind 
everlasting values of quality, durability and beauty that 

The depth of knowledge, the ability to create the best, 
the skills and workmanship of some of the most 
talented artisans who descend from a breed of 
legendary craftsmen, who built some of the finest 

NOBODY 
COMFORTS 
YOU AS YOUR 
BEST FRIEND

Everything changes countries, cities, homes, aspirations 
and lifestyles. Evolving with times, being able to design, 
develop and customize products, keeping in mind 
everlasting values of quality, durability and beauty that 
is appreciated by the discerning few is our endeavour. 
With over two decades of experience in 
understanding the irreplaceable qualities of genuine 

The depth of knowledge, the ability to create the best, 
the skills and workmanship of some of the most 
talented artisans who descend from a breed of 
legendary craftsmen, who built some of the finest 
monuments in India, have contributed in creating our 
objects of Joy. Having over a one hundred thousand 
satisfied customers, the ambition and the vision to be 

Every thing changes countries, cities, homes, aspirations & life styles. Evolving with 
times, being able to design & develop products, keeping in mind the 
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Does the hight and width of your buddy fit your body 
type perfectely

Does the foot rest of your buddy glide to accomodate
to your feet. Make sure your feet are with in the fully 
stretched foot rest when you are in the fully reclined 
possition 

Does the buddy provide good lumber support in all 
positions

Choose from the three different models 

The most suitable buddy is the one that you fit into perfectely

elvis

toby

bernard

hight Body weight

5.2” to 5.7” 45  to 75kg

60  to 85kg

80  to 110kg

5.6” to 5.10”

5.9” to 6.2”

Does the buddy relax your body after you have taken a 15 
minitus  

Does it support your neck in all positions when you lie 
down, read a book or watch TV.

Does the buddy move or shake when you have locked it at 
the most comfortable position if you shake

Does the buddy feed stable and safe while reclining 

TM

BUDDY 15 MINUTES COMFORT CHECK

Its unlikely that one size can fit all, E ach body type is different and there by the 
size of the perfect recliner also has to vary. The differences between elvis , 
bernard and toby are subtle, as soon as you sitdoen you will realize which of 
this recliners fit your body perfectely.

Make sure you spend enough time trying each of the models as going to be 
worth choosing the right fit as going to serve you for many years to come.

A perfect fit matters
Its worth investing some time to choose a comfortable 
way of living.

Elvis

YOUR BEST
FRIEND

BUDDY



BSF
TM

BUDDY SPECIAL FEATURES

Adjustable foot rest

Germen mechanisms

Silent Germen motor

Charge 4 hours and recline 400 times / no cables running 
around

Most efficiant remote which allows you to adjust the back 
and foot rest seperately there by allowing you to find the 
most suitable reclining positions

The B 63  Mechanism made in germany is today considerd among the 
best electrical mechanisms in the world. The twin motor options allows 
you to controll back and the foot rest seperately ensuring you can lock 
your sweet spot and enjoy total comfort with out having the fear of  
disturbing the sweet spot with the small body movement.

Smooth and silent glide to comfort. after years of 
reacerch and devolopments the germans have made an 
engineering wonder.
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Discover the features of true 
comfort



Most often some of the most comfortable recliners are not stylish, with buddy you are 
assured of smart sofesticated design without compremising comfort.
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GREAT 
COMBINATION 
OF STYLE 
AND COMFORT...



Buddy recliner can be orderd in many variants of leather and can be orderd in the single, love seat or home theater combination.

FLEXIBILITY AND 
CUSTOMISATION
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While some a like a cozy love seat, in which they couls 
cuddle up with there loved ones for some movie 
watching is a personal experiance. 
Buddy offers the higest level of flexibility and allows 
each famiy to customise their very own home theatre 
seating.

A new experiance in movie wathing.

COMFORTS 
THE WAY
YOU LIKE 
IT....
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LIKE THIS BEFORE
A MOVIE
EXPERIENCE NEVER FELT
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The buddy home cinema setup is an experiance by itself, the smart and sleek looks 
brings a sense of clean and tidiness. Every one has in a table with cup holders with in 
reach the smart storage compartement allows you to stove away dvd’s, casets, and 
hand held remotes. The adjustable head rest allows you to support your 

neck perfectely while you recline to the idle viewing 
angle allowing you to sit through the longest block 
busters most comfortabley.



Any home big or small there is a buddy. 

EVERY BODY
GETS THE 

BEST 
SEATS...
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The genious lies in the flexible models you can 
customised a small two seater home theater arrange 
ment and or go up all the way to 100 seater.
All the three models elvis, toby and burnard can be 
offerd in any of the configuration.



Depending on the size and number of people you want to seat buddy can offer you a single 
row with up to 60 seats with your own choise of singles or love seats. 

GO ON BE 
IMAGINATIVE...

BUDDY 
HAS IT...
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ELVIS



BERNARD



TOBY



MEDI

The medi plus mechanism allows you to get in to and out of the 
chair without having to fold or bend your knees. this is a blessing for 

elderley saints.

LET YOUR HEALTH
NOT COME

IN THE

WAY

SAINT
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The depth of knowledge, the 
ability to create the best, the 
skills and workmanship of 
some of the most talented 
artisans who descend from a 
breed of legendary craftsmen, 
who built some of the finest 
monuments in India, have 
contributed in creating our 
objects of Joy. Having over a 
one hundred thousand satisfied 
customers, the ambition and 
the vision .
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The depth of knowledge, the 
ability to create the best, the 
skills and workmanship of 
some of the most talented 
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who built some of the finest 
monuments in India, have 
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BUDDY OFFERS SIX  CATOGORIES OF LEATHER AND ONE 
CATAGORY OF FABRIC AND ONE CATOGERY OF VINYLE
Classic Scandinavia Montana Tuscana Sweedish Melo baltique Nordic S fab
18 colors 18 colors 18 colors 18 colors

The depth of knowledge, the 
ability to create the best, the 
skills and workmanship of 
some of the most talented 
artisans who descend from a 
breed of legendary craftsmen, 
who built some of the finest 
monuments in India, have 
contributed in creating our 
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The depth of knowledge, the 
ability to create the best, the 
skills and workmanship of 
some of the most talented 
artisans who descend from a 
breed of legendary craftsmen, 
who built some of the finest 
monuments in India, have 
contributed in creating our 
objects of Joy. Having over a 
one hundred thousand satisfied 
customers, the ambition and 
the vision .

18 colors 18 colors 18 colors 18 colors



AVAILABLE AT 
ALL STANLEY 
STORES
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Everything changes countries, cities, homes, aspirations 
and lifestyles. Evolving with times, being able to design, 
develop and customize products, keeping in mind.
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Every thing changes countries, cities, homes, aspirations & life styles. Evolving with times, 
being able to design & develop products, keeping in mind the Every thing changes 
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Every thing changes countries, cities, 
homes, aspirations & life styles. Evolving 
with times, being able to design & 
develop products, keeping in mind the 
being able to design & develop 
products, keeping in mind the 

DELHI – No. 87 Furniture Block, Kirtinagar - 15, 9811155062, 9810917944.
GURGAON – DLF Grand Mall, M.G Road. 9971455014, 9958693350. 
HYDERABAD – Rd No.36, Jubilee Hills.9000904444, 9550310001. 
KOLKATA – East Topsia Road. 9831917000, 9831918000.
MUMBAI – Andheri Kurla Road. 9967718556, 9870088249.
MUMBAI – Worli. 9967718556, 9870088249.

BANGALORE – 100 ft road, Indiranagar. 080 - 25357374, 9686455322.
BANGALORE – soon at Museum road. 080 - 25357374, 9686455322.
CHENNAI – Oyester, Khader Nawaz khan road. 9489912222, 9489914444.
COCHIN – ‘Compass’, NH bypass, Ernakulam. 9895022231, 9447166660. 
DELHI – Crown Interior Mall, Mathura Road. 9958825333, 9818482661. 
DELHI – CRC Building MG Road. 9313840882, 9810847889.

AVAILABLE AT


